
 

 

 

 

Bad Bugs Bookclub Meeting Report: Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood 

The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 

specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 

forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 

some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 

In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 

to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 

us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 

focus for communication. 

Our bookclub comprises both microbiologists and members of the general public. 

We felt that this would encourage some discussion on the science – accuracy, 

impact etc – as well as about the book.   

Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood (2003) is the first in a trilogy describing a future 

Earth that has, essentially, been destroyed by science.  The lead character, once 

called Jimmy and now called Snowman, is a lone survivor who does not seem to 

have been manipulated in any way by the medical and cosmetic interventions that 

were routinely and readily available prior to the apocalypse. He is looking after the 

tribe ‘the children of Crake’, who have been engineered in different ways. 

The meeting attracted new members who were particularly interested in the anti-

science stance of the book. The author has become well known for this trilogy (but is 

also highly respected for her other work), and clearly has some concerns around 

science! 

The book provided a thought provoking, annoying read (is there ever going to be a 

futuristic story that paints a positive story about science?). Jimmy provides the 

narrative that allows the reader to get some idea (eventually) of part of the reason for 

the apocalyptic events that have occurred, providing a link to his/our past. We didn’t 

feel that the story was set that far in the future: we reckoned Jimmy was around 50 

(there was some debate!). He, Oryx and Crake are the main characters in the story, 

none particularly likeable. They present a typical‘ eternal triangle’ – all the more 

bizarre considering the dystopian environment around them. There were many 

different social interactions amongst families and friends as Jimmy and Crake grew 

up, strangely ‘normal’ amongst the weirdness. Jimmy enjoyed sex and girlfriends, 
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but only really loved Oryx (why?). Oryx was strangely impervious to aspects of 

morality, and was chosen to provide survival skills to the Children of Crake, perhaps 

due to her pagan/naturist persona. Crake also appeared to love/own Oryx and killed 

her in front of Jimmy.  Oryx and Jimmy were having an affair.  Jimmy then shot 

Crake, which left Jimmy to look after the ‘children of Crake’ and create myths about 

Oryx and Crake, whilst also making himself into a Messiah-like figure. Was Crake a 

psychopath? What were Jimmy and Oryx? 

Crake’s behaviour reveals an absence of humanity, perhaps inculcated by the 

environment in which he grew up: medical interventions to preserve beauty; extreme 

violence in computer games and internet TV;  genetically altered animals, pets and 

food; sex enhanced by drugs (BlyssPlus); separation of the ‘scientists’ in the 

compounds from the ‘pleeblands’ beyond. Crake has created a race ‘in his own 

image’ where emotion is not required: mating is animal-like. This was the Paradice 

project; the children of Crake were the product. They were essentially ‘floor models’ 

to demonstrate to potential consumers the range of manipulations that could be 

incorporated into the human body. They grew rapidly from children to adults – there 

was no nurturing/development and no parental bonding, and they drop dead age 30 

(but they don’t know that yet). They are beautiful, with UV resistant skin, able to 

digest unrefined food (cellulose – ‘attractive to vegans’) Although they were happy, 

their intellect had been engineered out. Crake had ‘done away with jokes’ (it needed 

a little malice). Nevertheless, there did seem to be evidence of 

development/leadership)/art (‘as soon as they start doing art, we’re in trouble’), and 

worshipping something. They are pure? Primitive without hope of evolution? 

Innocent?  They are nevertheless forced to leave their Eden/led from Paradice by 

Jimmy (Moses?).  There are many religious overtones, as well as Gothic allusions. 

The role of Frankenstein as the ‘lone scientist’ is almost recast for Crake, with no-

one tempering his activities.  

Of course microbiology played a role in the lives and deaths of mankind. Once 

diseases had been cured, what could people do then? Engineer new diseases and 

provide new treatments. Jimmy’s mother, a microbiologist, tells him about disease 

bioforms. There are terrorist attacks, and disease outbreaks, with animals culled by 

burning. burning. Breeding out disease susceptibility was very important to most of 

the significant projects. The virus that ultimately destroyed mankind, JUVE – 

jetspeed ultra virus extraordinary -  was  engineered by Crake and inadvertently  

distributed by Oryx in (‘BlyssPlus’) medication designed to sterilise permanently all 

who took it to overcome the population growth problem . Crake had immunised 

Jimmy.  

We felt that this book would be of value in the classroom, particularly as part of a 

Masters level discussion. The closeness of the scientific interventions to what is 

currently possible makes the content more chilling, but the anti-science approach is 

somewhat depressing. Yet many of us intend to read the next two books!  There was 

plenty to discuss – we could have gone on! 



 

Joanna Verran 

 

 

 

 


